Crazy Crocodile
The workbench
 3 egg cartons
 1 rectangle box
 Strong string
 Scissors
 Metallic green crepe paper
 White and yellow colored paper (yellow color can be different if preferred)
 Red felt
 1 pipe cleaner
 2 very small foam balls for eyes (craft retailers)
 2 plastic screw in or glue on eyes
 Green tissue paper
 Green poster paint and brush
 Green glitter
 Craft glue
Step 1.
Cut the end out of the rectangle box. Cut triangle teeth two thirds of the box length on both sides (refer to picture).
Fold the topside of the cardboard box up and backwards at the end where the teeth finish. Glue the white paper
over the teeth, then cut off the excess paper around the teeth. Cut a piece of yellow paper to fit inside the box at
the bottom then, cut out a tongue from the red felt and glue into place.
Step 2.
Cover the outside of the box with the metallic green crepe paper. Paint the 2 up side down egg cartons green
all over then sprinkle some green glitter on. Place some glue between the egg carton bumps in the middle and
push in some ripped up tissue paper. Cut out 2 egg compartments from the 3rd egg carton. Paint them green
then sprinkle with glitter and glue on the head for nostrils. Screw the plastic eyes into the foam balls and bend
half a pipe cleaner into a wiggly shape, bend both ends over and push into the foam balls above the eyes.
Step 3.
Put 2 holes into the end of each egg carton, thread a piece of string through all 4 holes and knot to secure them
together. Put 2 holes in the head box at the rear and 2 holes in 1 of the egg cartons at the front end, again thread
string through all 4 holes and secure the head to the body.

